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Introduction

How Europe's sustainable forest 
debate distracts from a failing policy
Over the past few years, power plants and heating installations across Europe – spurred on 
by government subsidies – have switched from burning coal to burning biomass in order to 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions and meet clean energy targets.1

One source of this ‘green energy’ is the United 
States,2 specifically the South Eastern states of 
North and South Carolina and Virginia. Forests 
there are being cleared for wood which is 
pulverised into dried pellets, then shipped across 
the Atlantic and burned to generate heat and 
electricity in homes and businesses across Europe.3 

Fern and other NGOs have long sounded the alarm 
on the destruction this is wreaking.4 Now policy 
makers are taking note. 

A recent exhaustive study by the European 
Commission showed that the EU’s seemingly 
insatiable demand for woody biomass threatens 
biodiversity, deforestation and forest degradation 
in South Eastern US forests. 

Yet as the evidence of the damage to US forests 
mounts, the advocates of burning biomass for 
energy are falling back on another claim to justify 
the policy: they maintain that while there may be 
problems with biomass imports from countries 
with weak forest laws, these problems don’t exist 
with biomass from Europe’s forests, where the 
EU sources most of its biomass, because they are 
managed sustainably. They argue that there is 
therefore no need for new strong criteria to ensure 
bioenergy sustainability.

The Confederation of European Forest Owners (CEPF), Europe’s umbrella association of national 
forest owner organisations, for example states: “European forests are managed with the highest 
sustainability standards in the world and this needs to be recognised and promoted – not 

1 The burning of wood for heat and electricity is at the heart of the European Union’s renewable energy policy. On 23 October 2014 the European Council 
agreed on an overall EU renewable target of 27%; see Council conclusions SN 79/14.

2 In 2015 the EU consumed 18.8 million metric tons of wood pellets, around 74 per cent of the world’s total. See: European Biomass Association (AEBIOM) 
Annual Statistical Report, 2015. 

3 The US is the main exporter of wood pellets to the EU. Imports of US wood pellets by the EU have grown from 0.53 million tonnes in 2009 to 3.89 million 
tonnes in 2014. Source: Environmental implications of increased reliance of the EU on biomass from the South East US (European Commission, 2016) 

4 The South Eastern forests of the US are being logged at four times the rate of South America’s rainforests.

Forests are being cleared for wood 
which is pulverised into dried pellets

Credit: David J. / Flickr.com / CC

https://www.dogwoodalliance.org/
http://www.fern.org/sites/fern.org/files/Biomass%20imports%20to%20the%20EU%20final_0.pdf
http://www.fern.org/flames
http://www.fern.org/node/6129
http://bookshop.europa.eu/en/environmental-implications-of-increased-reliance-of-the-eu-on-biomass-from-the-south-east-us-pbKH0116687/?CatalogCategoryID=DSoKABstDacAAAEjA5EY4e5L
http://www.cepf-eu.org/artikkel.cfm?ID_art=877
http://www.eea.europa.eu/policy-documents/eu-council-conclusion-sn79-14
http://biomassmagazine.com/articles/12507/european-biomass-association-releases-annual-bioenergy-report
http://biomassmagazine.com/articles/12507/european-biomass-association-releases-annual-bioenergy-report
http://bookshop.europa.eu/en/environmental-implications-of-increased-reliance-of-the-eu-on-biomass-from-the-south-east-us-pbKH0116687/?CatalogCategoryID=DSoKABstDacAAAEjA5EY4e5L
http://earthenginepartners.appspot.com/science-2013-global-forest
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hampered by additional criteria for solid biomass that creates new burdens.” They’re far from 
alone in advancing this view.5

But as growing demand for biomass intensifies the pressure on European forests,6 arguments 
around how sustainably they’re managed must be countered – and not be used to distract from 
the wider problems of the EU’s renewable energy policy. 

First, we need to see how Sustainable Forest Management (SFM) is defined and how it is 
applied in the EU. 

The United Nations describes SFM as: “[a] dynamic and evolving concept [that] aims to 
maintain and enhance the economic, social and environmental values of all types of forests, 
for the benefit of present and future generations.” Move beyond the lofty sentiments and 
commendable goals into the specifics of how it’s applied, and things get more complex. 

For a start, sustainability is a broad concept, and SFM means different things to different 
people. “There are strikingly diverse understandings of forests and their management… among 
European states,” argue forest scientists Georg Winkel and Metodi Sotirov, who have immersed 
themselves in the subject for years.7

SFM is determined at the national level by EU Member States, who have all adopted the FOREST 
EUROPE voluntary criteria and indicators. These guidelines however, are little more than a 
useful starting point, since they lack baselines, benchmarks or target levels, as well as key 
requirements including legality.

In reality, the different understandings and traditions of SFM among Member States, as well as 
the critical incoherencies between their forest and land-use policies, means that there are huge 
disparities in how forests are managed across Europe. 

5 Other examples of major EU industry groups arguing that Europe’s forests can cater for its growing demand for biomass because of its Sustainable Forest 
Management (SFM) practices, and that new robust bioenergy sustainability criteria are unnecessary include: The European State Forest Association 
(EUSTAFOR): “The high-quality forest management practices in European state forests are based on forest management plans and their high environmental 
standards have been further confirmed by forest certification. The latest figures reported by EUSTAFOR members show that of the approximately 42 
million hectares of certified forests they manage, European state forests have a significant unused resource since only approximately 60% of the yearly 
growth in state forests is made available for wood supply.” (See: EUSTAFOR becomes an ambassador for the biomass counts campaign, July 2015).The 
European Biomass Association (AEBIOM): “Forests are already subject to several sets of legislation and to voluntary sustainable forest management (SFM) 
certifications. The future EU policy should take into account this existing framework.” (See: A sustainable bioenergy policy for the period after 2020, May 
2016). The Union of the Electricity Industry (EURECTRIC):”For forest biomass, well established principles of sustainable forest management (SFM), based 
on Forest Europe principles, already exist and these principles should form the foundation for a common European set of criteria.” (See: Post-2020 policy 
framework for biomass, July 2016, the Union of the Electricity Industry, EURELECTRIC.) 

6 The European Environmental Agency has warned that growing biomass demand is already increasing pressure on forest ecosystems and biodiversity. See: 
European Environmental Agency report (2015) Measuring the state of nature in the EU. See also EEA report No 5/2016, European Forest ecosystems, state 
and trends.

7 In their paper, Whose integration is this?... (2015) Winkel and Sotirov argue that European forest policy is characterised by “a policy (dis)integration 
paradox”, with SFM a prime example. They found “strong agreement” among all their “environmental interviewees “that it is mostly economic and related 
bureaucratic interests of the forest sector that stand against better integration of forest policy at the EU level. In particular, large forest producers and the 
forest product industry are mentioned: being embedded in global competition, they oppose new environmental standards as well as subsidies provided 
to less competitive forest sectors in other countries. Hence, they lobby against any substantially integrated forest policy involving a social and ecological 
dimension and respective regulations, while supporting ‘symbolic’ integration under the principle of SFM...”

“There are strikingly diverse understandings of forests and their management […] 
among European states”

http://www.fao.org/forestry/sfm/en/
http://epc.sagepub.com/content/34/3/496.abstract
http://www.foresteurope.org/sfm_criteria
http://www.foresteurope.org/sfm_criteria
http://www.fern.org/sites/fern.org/files/SFM%20criteria.pdf
http://www.integral-project.eu/integral-is-about.html
http://www.eustafor.eu/eustafor-becomes-an-ambassador-of-the-biomass-counts-campaign/
http://www.aebiom.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/AEBIOM-position-on-a-sustainable-bioenergy-policy-for-the-period-after-2020-10.05.16.pdf
http://www.eurelectric.org/media/285581/eurelectric_key_messages_on_biomass-final_as-2016-030-0376-01-e.pdf
http://www.eurelectric.org/media/285581/eurelectric_key_messages_on_biomass-final_as-2016-030-0376-01-e.pdf
http://www.eea.europa.eu/highlights/state-of-nature-in-the
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/273290076_Whose_integration_is_this_European_forest_policy_between_the_gospel_of_coordination_institutional_competition_and_a_new_spirit_of_integration
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In Sweden, for instance, one finds intensive management of boreal forests (with old growth 
forests being cleared for monoculture plantations). In central Europe more integrated 
forest management methods prevail (meaning more selective tree cutting is deployed). 
And in southern Europe, there is a lot of abandoned forest land (which can be good from a 
biodiversity perspective, but can bring other challenges, relating, for example, to fires or rural 
development). 

This report is only a snapshot of SFM in Europe: but one which vividly illustrates the huge 
variety of forest rules and the way they are enforced across the EU. It shows that the claim that 
SFM can be relied upon to protect Europe’s forests and help achieve a sustainable bioenergy 
policy is a fallacy. 

Yet it’s also vital to note that the harm caused by the EU’s renewable energy policy won’t end if 
SFM rules and their implementation are strengthened. 

This is because bioenergy sustainability is not solely linked to the way forests are managed. And 
making SFM the focus of debate is a distraction from the policy's deeper, inherent flaws, which 
are all related to the scale of bioenergy use. These are:

 — That bioenergy subsidies are driving demand for biomass that is additional to existing uses. 
This means an intensification of harvests, leading to increasing pressure on forests and land.

 — Burning biomass to generate heat and electricity can actually increase greenhouse gas 
emissions and prevents an efficient use of the wood resource.

 — If you harvest a tree from a sustainable forest and burn it for energy, it doesn’t mean the 
energy is either sustainable or climate-neutral. The way biomass – a limited resource – is 
used rather than how forests are managed is the key issue here.

As the writer Bill McKibben puts it, burning biomass for power is the latest in the “parade of 
false solutions” used to tackle climate change’s existential crisis. 

A clear cut in Dalarna, Sweden. In the background is a threatened forest. Credit: Robert Svensson

http://grist.org/climate-energy/burning-trees-for-electricity-is-a-bad-idea/?utm_source=DeSmogSocial
http://grist.org/climate-energy/burning-trees-for-electricity-is-a-bad-idea/?utm_source=DeSmogSocial
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Bioenergy is the weak link in the EU’s renewables' policy. To protect forests from the increasing 
demand for biomass and ensure emission savings, the EU needs to limit its use and focus its 
policy on truly sustainable uses.

Sustainable Forest Management: a brief overview of a shifting concept

Defining and evaluating Sustainable Forest Management (SFM) isn’t simple. 

In Behind the Logo, a report on forest certification schemes 
which Fern published 15 years ago, we wrote: “The concept 
is young and the relevant timescales are long. To assess 
adequately whether a forest is managed ‘sustainably’ 
takes centuries, more time than has passed since these 
discussions began at the end of the eighties.” This is as true 
today as it was when it was written. 

Until the late 1980s, the prevailing view of a sustainable 
forest was one which maintained its yield – a case notably 
attributed to the ecologist Duncan Poore in his book, 
No Timber without Trees. If only governments really 
understood the economic value of their forests, this 
argument runs, they would protect them, rather than allowing them to be stripped 
without consideration for future harvests.

The landmark Bruntland Report, named after the former Norwegian Prime Minister 
Gro Harlem Bruntland, who chaired the UN Commission which led to its publication 
in 1987, took a broader view.8 It popularised the concept of sustainable development 
and coined what’s considered its classic definition (“… development that meets the 
needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet 
their own needs”). It identified sustainable development’s three interlinking pillars as: 
economic growth, environmental protection and social equality. 

Consequently, an ecologist, forester and social scientist would all view the 
sustainability of the same forest through different lenses – and the best way to reach 
consensus on managing it sustainably is for representatives from all three groups to 
come together and bridge their divides. 

This is the principle behind the Forest Stewardship Council’s (FSC) national standards, 
which have been developed and implemented in the UK and Sweden, among other 
places. 

Around 150 countries have also developed their own ways for determining the key 
elements of SFM in nine regional processes, with several of these regions – including 
FOREST EUROPE (building on the Helsinki Process) – developing mechanisms for 
defining SFM.

8 Otherwise known as Our Common Future

http://www.fern.org/publications/reports/behind-logo-environmental-and-social-assessment-forest-certification-schemes
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/obituaries/2016/05/11/duncan-poore-ecologist---obituary/
https://www.newscientist.com/article/mg12517025-100/
http://www.un.org/esa/sustdev/csd/csd15/media/backgrounder_brundtland.pdf
http://www.un.org/wcm/webdav/site/climatechange/shared/gsp/docs/GSP1-6_Background%20on%20Sustainable%20Devt.pdf
http://www.fao.org/forestry/ci/16609/en/
http://www.iisd.ca/forestry/hel.html
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Sweden

Saving nature by destroying it?
In Dalarna, Sweden’s reputation for protecting nature and promoting sustainable forestry might 
appear well justified. 

Unbroken rows of pine forests, glimmering lakes and jutting mountain ranges dominate a 
landscape in which bears, lynx and wolverines run wild. Clamber up a rocky trail on Fulufjället 
mountain in the north-west corner of this sparsely populated central province, and behind a 
thin rope stands an inauspicious-looking Norwegian spruce. Its root system has been growing 
for 9,550 years. According to the scientists who tested it in 2004 that makes it the world’s oldest 
known living tree. 9

Could the permanence of Old Tjikko, 
as the spruce is known, symbolise the 
care with which Sweden safeguards the 
forests which cover more than half the 
country? 

Sadly, the evidence suggests not.

Bengt Oldhammer, an environmentalist 
and author, has been monitoring 
Dalarna’s forests for around 35 years. 
In that time he has witnessed an 
alarming transformation. Looking 
out across the vista of unspoilt young 
pines, a layperson might be impressed. 
Oldhammer despairs. That’s because 
monoculture tree plantations have 
replaced vast swathes of the boreal old 
growth and natural forest which has 
been decimated to feed the country’s 
timber, pulp and paper industries.10 It is 
a pattern repeated across Sweden.

“It’s all clear cutting,” he says gloomily. 
“It’s the same model as in Indonesia and 
Borneo, where rainforests are cleared for 
palm oil plantations.”

9 Old Tijkko is considered the world’s oldest individual from a clonal tree.
10 Sweden is the world’s second largest combined exporter of paper, pulp and sawn wood products. Source: Swedish Forest Industries Federation.

The world's oldest individual from a clonal tree, Old Tijkko 
in the Swedish province of Dalarna. Credit: Mark Olden

CASES

http://www.environmentalleader.com/2013/08/19/sweden-most-sustainable-country-in-the-world
http://info.adm.umu.se/NYHETER/PressmeddelandeEng.aspx?id=3061
http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2008/04/080414-oldest-tree.html
http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2008/04/080414-oldest-tree.html
http://www.sveaskog.se/en/forestry-the-swedish-way/short-facts/brief-facts-1/
http://www.livescience.com/29152-oldest-tree-in-world.html
http://www.forestindustries.se/documentation/statistics_ppt_files/international/world-leading-exporters-of-pulp-paper-and-sawn-timbe
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This model can be traced back to Sweden’s first Forestry Act, which came into in force in 1903, 
and required forest owners to continuously regenerate forests after felling them. Since the 
1950s clear cutting has become the default method, with one or more trees planted for every 
one logged. The industry and many others, call this sustainable forest management.

Sweden’s forest sector promotes its methods internationally as highly sustainable, and some 
industry representatives even maintain that if the world’s forests were managed along Swedish 
lines, climate change could be averted.11 The Swedish forestry model’s proponents also point 
to the modern technology Swedish forest owners use to plan their forest management as 
evidence of their progressive approach, which includes the e-service run by the Forest Agency 
full of maps, satellite images and other data.12

From an economic perspective, plantation forests may indeed appear to be sustainable: 
supplying a constant flow of raw materials and maintaining jobs.13 Yet their grim consequences 
for biodiversity, which Oldhammer and other campaigners spend so much of their time 
highlighting – and which, more broadly, our survival depends on – are incontestable.

“The Swedish forestry industry has turned enormous areas of pristine forests into vast oceans of 
production landscapes,” said a 2011 report by the Swedish Society for Nature Conservation. “As 

11 The website of Skogsindustrierna, the Swedish Forestry industry organisation, states that “the Swedish forestry model is designed for sustainable forest 
management” and maintains that as much as 25 per cent of Sweden’s forests are protected. Swedish NGO Protect the Forest’s analysis of these areas showed 
that large parts of the formally protected areas were mountainous and above the tree line – and include lakes, quarries and nature reserves that do not ban 
logging.

12 See: State of Europe’s Forests report, FAO, 2015. 
13 A more detailed and technical breakdown of these two perspectives on sustainability (which prevail across Europe) are outlined in EU Policy Options for the 

Protection of European Forests by Winkel and others, (2009). The authors write: “The commodity perspective particularly considers forest vitality (growth) 
and stability (‘forest health’) as the main preconditions for sustainable timber production… This view of forests and forestry highlights forest production 
and technological and natural science aspects of forest growth and management. In contrast, the amenity perspective emphasises the preservation 
of forests as naturally dynamic ecosystems as well as fostering forest biodiversity. Threats are regarded as being induced by major trends (e.g. climate 
change), but also as being caused by forest management itself, e.g., by intensive and production oriented forestry. This view of forests and forestry is 
closely connected with the biological and ecological sciences.” The case that mixed biodiversity-rich forests are actually better from an economic and social 
perspective than plantation ones is advanced in A Management Strategy for Multiple Ecosystem Services in Boreal Forests, Stig Olof-Holm and others 
(2015).

“It’s all clear 
cutting, it’s the 
same model as 
in Indonesia and 
Borneo, where 
rainforests are 
cleared for palm 
oil plantations.”

Author Bengt Oldammer has 
been monitoring the forests of 
Dalarna for around 35 years. 
Credit: Bengt Oldhammer

http://www.skogsstyrelsen.se/Global/myndigheten/Skog%20och%20miljo/ENGLISH/retrieve_file.pdf
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1389934115300605
http://www.sveaskog.se/en/forestry-the-swedish-way/short-facts/brief-facts-1/
http://www.klimatetochskogen.nu/en/background-information/the-climate-campaign-of-the-timber-industry2
http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:PTBa0Pt1GpEJ:www.forestindustries.se/BinaryLoader.axd%3FOwnerID%3Dd83eac1c-8c4e-4c8e-9c61-1441cc17fed8%26OwnerType%3D0%26PropertyName%3DFiles%26FileName%3DThe%2Brole%2Bof%2Bthe%2BSwedish%2Bforest%2Bindustry%2Bin%2Bsustainable%2Bdevelopment.pdf%26Attachment%3DTrue+&cd=3&hl=en&ct=clnk&gl=uk
http://www.nature.org/science-in-action/science-features/ask-the-conservationist-january-2011.xml
http://www.klimatetochskogen.nu/en/background-information/biodiversity
https://www.robinwood.de/fileadmin/Redaktion/Dokumente/Wald/Under_the_Cover_of_the_Swedish_Forestry_Model.pdf
http://protectedforests.com/
http://www.skyddaskogen.se/en/211-english-category/actual/2726-forestry-companies-are-bluffing-about-the-amount-of-protected-forest
http://www.foresteurope.org/docs/fullsoef2015.pdf
http://ecologic.eu/sites/files/event/2013/2300-ifp_ecologic_final-report_0.pdf
http://ecologic.eu/sites/files/event/2013/2300-ifp_ecologic_final-report_0.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/272401959_A_Management_Strategy_for_Multiple_Ecosystem_Services_in_Boreal_Forests
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a consequence there is a biodiversity crisis in the Swedish forests.” A huge number of species 
have been lost or are threatened by Sweden’s forest practices, in particular clear cutting, which 
is destroying vital habitats and changing ecosystems.14

Research by the Swedish Species Information Centre (Artdatabanken) starkly underlines 
this. According to the centre’s latest figures, almost 4300 different plants and animals are on 
Sweden’s red list, meaning that they are endangered. More than half of them – just under 2300 
– are forest species, with the majority of those totally reliant on forests for their survival.15 

The centre says the cause is clear: “The reason that three out of four red-listed forest species 
are decreasing in population is the conversion of natural forests to production forests and 
plantations. The methods used in forestry activities, and especially clear cutting, are therefore 
considered to be the factor that has the strongest negative effect on forest species.”16 

The country’s forest laws appear to offer scant protection against this. 

A study by the Swedish Forest Agency in 2013, found that 36 per cent of all logging did not 
comply with the country’s Forestry Act,17 the principle domestic legislation to protect its forests. 
This is despite more than half of Sweden’s productive forest area being certified by the Forest 
Stewardship Council (FSC), whose principles state that all certified forests must comply with 
national laws and regulations, and which have sustainable forest management at their core.18,19

There are few consequences for breaking the law, say local campaigners. “The forest protection 
laws are weak and they are not properly abided by,” says Viktor Säfve, of Protect the Forest 
(Skydda Skogen). 

Säfve argues that the pressure on Sweden’s forests – and therefore its biodiversity crisis – is 
likely to intensify because of the country’s increasing reliance on woody biomass to meet its 
energy needs. 

In 2013, biomass accounted for 23 per cent of Sweden’s energy,20 and forest biomass is already 
integral to the country’s energy system.21 

“Politicians, lobbyists from the forest industry, landowners and biotechnology and energy 
scientists are all lobbying hard for increased use of biomass and biofuels from Swedish forests,” 
says Säfve.22 “But you cannot save nature by first destroying it.”

14 As well as its effect on biodiversity, Sweden’s forest industry is having a serious climate impact. Scientists from Lund University have made estimates that 
total of 27 per cent of carbon dioxide emissions in Sweden every year come from clear cuts. A recent study by researchers at the Laboratory of Climate 
Science and Environment in Gif-sur-Yvette, France, “reconstructed 250 years of forest management history in Europe – and found that the way forests are 
controlled by humans can lead to far less carbon being stored than would have been the case when nature was in charge.”

15 See, The Swedish Species Information Centre (Artdatabanken).
16 See: The Swedish Species Information Centre (Artdatabanken). 
17 See: http://www.skogsstyrelsen.se/en/forestry/The-Forestry-Act/The-Forestry-Act/Forest-felling/ http://www.skogsstyrelsen.se/Global/myndigheten/

Statistik/Skogsstatistisk%20årsbok/02.%202014%20(Kapitelvis%20-%20Separated%20chapters)/06%20Skogsvård%20och%20miljöhänsyn.pdf 
18 FSC Principle 6 states: Environmental impact – to maintain or restore the ecosystem, its biodiversity, resources and landscapes. 
19 For further detail see the Swedish Society for Nature Conservation’s report, Credibility at Stake – How FSC Sweden fails to safeguard biodiversity: http://

www.naturskyddsforeningen.se/sites/default/files/dokument-media/rapporter/2013_engelsk_rapport_skog_credibility_at_stake.pdf 
20 For the increased use of biomass to meet Sweden’s energy needs, see: The introduction and expansion of biomass use in Swedish district heating systems 

Karin Ericsson, Sven Werner (2016). Also: SEA Energy in Sweden, Swedish Energy Agency (2015) and Energy Policies of IEA Countries, International Energy 
Agency (2013)

21 See: Bioenergy policy and market development in Sweden and Finland, Ericsson and others (2004). 
22 In a recent article in Euractiv, for instance, leading Swedish industry figures called for the EU to increase its use of biomass for energy, claiming that the 

“knowledge and experience of bioenergy and sustainable forestry in Sweden and other Nordic countries could be useful and serve as an inspiration to 
others.” How Nordic countries can inspire the EU’s bioenergy policies, Carina Håkansson, Gustav Melin, Pernilla Winnhed, August 16, 2016.

http://www.artdatabanken.se/media/1985/roedlisteanalysrapport-web.pdf
http://www.artdatabanken.se/en/the-red-list/the-2015-red-list-summary/
http://www.skogsstyrelsen.se/en/forestry/The-Forestry-Act/
https://se.fsc.org/preview.the-contribution-of-fsc-certification-to-biodiversity-in-swedish-forests.a-661.pdf
http://www.fsc-uk.org/en-uk/about-fsc/what-is-fsc/fsc-principles
http://skyddaskogen.se/en
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-35496350
http://www.artdatabanken.se/media/1985/roedlisteanalysrapport-web.pdf
http://www.artdatabanken.se/media/2258/tillstaandet-i-skogen.pdf
http://www.skogsstyrelsen.se/en/forestry/The-Forestry-Act/The-Forestry-Act/Forest-felling/
http://www.skogsstyrelsen.se/Global/myndigheten/Statistik/Skogsstatistisk%20�rsbok/02.%202014%20(Kapitelvis%20-%20Separated%20chapters)/06%20Skogsv�rd%20och%20milj�h�nsyn.pdf
http://www.skogsstyrelsen.se/Global/myndigheten/Statistik/Skogsstatistisk%20�rsbok/02.%202014%20(Kapitelvis%20-%20Separated%20chapters)/06%20Skogsv�rd%20och%20milj�h�nsyn.pdf
http://www.naturskyddsforeningen.se/sites/default/files/dokument-media/rapporter/2013_engelsk_rapport_skog_credibility_at_stake.pdf
http://www.naturskyddsforeningen.se/sites/default/files/dokument-media/rapporter/2013_engelsk_rapport_skog_credibility_at_stake.pdf
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0961953416302793
https://www.energimyndigheten.se/globalassets/statistik/overgripande-rapporter/energy-in-sweden-till-webben.pdf
http://www.iea.org/publications/freepublications/publication/energy-policies-of-iea-countries---sweden-2013-review.html
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0301421503001617
http://www.euractiv.com/section/energy/opinion/how-nordic-countries-can-inspire-the-eus-bioenergy-policy/
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Romania 

Illegality and corruption have 
festered

Romania’s forests have provided refuge for those fleeing persecution and conflict from 
medieval to modern times. The peoples’ bond with their forests is displayed in numerous 
poems and folk songs, as well as the old saying: “Romanians are brothers to the forest”. 

The country contains some of the last expanses of Europe’s ancient old growth forest, which is 
exceptionally rich in biodiversity. For centuries Romania’s forests were protected by traditional 
low-intensity management methods. Yet since the end of communism, vast swathes of them 
have been destroyed. Illegal logging and corruption are behind much of it.23

23 In recent years the pressure on Romania’s forests has increased because of the demand for biomass, which supplies 70 per cent of the Romania’s renewable 
energy.

Credit: Cristian Bortes / Flickr.com / CC 

CASES

https://www.opendemocracy.net/can-europe-make-it/raluca-besliu/reclaiming-forest-romanian-story
http://www.ibuzzle.com/articles/romanians-most-dear-song.html
https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=5NsVubj3oCAC&pg=PA47&lpg=PA47&dq=the+forest+is+the+romanians+brother&source=bl&ots=s5ebLMTI
http://www.fern.org/sites/fern.org/files/upinflames_internet.pdf
http://foropa.nlcsk.org/files/country_reports/Country%20Report%20Romania.pdf
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The Romanian Court of Auditors has stated that roughly six per cent of the country’s forested 
area has been illegally logged since 1990 (resulting in financial losses of €5 billion), and last 
year the Environmental Investigation Agency (EIA) exposed how the biggest forest products 
company operating in Romania was accepting illegally harvested timber.24

Illegality and corruption have festered in Romania’s forest industry because of a lack of 
transparency and accountability, as well as weak enforcement of forest rules.25 

Unsurprisingly, this has helped create “substantial problems in terms of sustainable forest 
management”, according to the Swiss Agency for Development and Co-operation (SDC).26 
A World Bank study last year reiterated this, stating that SFM in Romania “is challenged by 
fragmented [forest] ownership and insufficient financial resources”.27 

The hope is that recent changes in the country’s forest rules – reflecting an apparent urgency 
on behalf of the authorities to act – will see Romanian forests managed more sustainably in the 
future.

The government has passed a new Forest Code, initiated a bill making illegal logging of more 
than one hectare a threat to national security, and technology is being deployed to map 
threatened woodlands and create a database to help guarantee their protection. 

It’s an issue which generates real public anger. In Spring 2015 thousands of Romanians took 
to the streets across the country to protest at the destruction of their forests: if these new 
measures don’t succeed, they and many others will no doubt hold their government to account.

24 The company denied complicity in any illegality.
25 Bouriad, L. and Marzano, M. (2014) Conservation, extraction and corruption: Is sustainable forest management possible in Romania?
26 See for instance, Swiss Agency for Development and Co-operation (SDC), and State Secretariat for Economic Affairs project in Romania, Strengthening the 

Capacities for Forest Owners Associations for Sustainable Forest Management. 
27 The World Bank study says: “Romania’s transition to a market economy generated significant changes in the forest sector. The restitution process for 

forest land modified the structure of forest land ownership. Holdings are now predominantly small, and the forest system is fragmented, making the 
task of sustainable forest management challenging. There is no cadaster of forest lands, and the parcels’ ownership, as well as the boundaries between 
forest parcels, is often unclear to forest authorities. Incentives are not aligned for owners of small private holdings to comply with the forest regulatory 
framework. This explains the poor performance of afforestation programs in properly compensating the owners. Limited road accessibility is another 
constraint to forest management and, as a result, harvesting levels in inaccessible areas are below the recommendations of forest management plans.” 
Romania – Toward a low carbon and climate resilient economy : forestry sector analysis. (2015)

http://www.spiegel.de/international/europe/illegal-logging-in-romania-benefits-germany-a-1032253.html
https://eia-global.org/press-releases/austrian-company-exposed
https://eia-global.org/subinitiatives/romania
http://www.reuters.com/article/us-romania-forests-idUSKCN11J1JX
http://wwf.panda.org/?247014/Thousands-in-Romania-protest-illegal-logging
https://www.schweighofer.at/fileadmin/files/all_en/Press/Statement_-_HS_clarifications_towards_EIA_report_EN.pdf
https://www.eda.admin.ch/projects/SDC/en/2011/7F08040/phase1/action1.html
https://www.eda.admin.ch/projects/SDC/en/2011/7F08040/phase1/action1.html
http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/590631468197388682/Romania-Toward-a-low-carbon-and-climate-resilient-economy-forestry
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Germany

Past meets present
More than 500 years ago, farmers in Germany’s Black Forest began using a highly sustainable 
forest management method known as Plenterwald. It was a system driven by economics but 
which brought environmental benefits.28 They carefully selected individual trees to harvest. This 
kept permanent forest cover, helped preserve biodiversity and enabled young trees to develop 
roots beneath the cover of mature trees.29 

But in the early 19th century things changed. Deforestation was thought to be threatening 
the supply of timber, which at the time was generating massive profits through exports to 
Holland and elsewhere. Powerful public and private forces united to stop both uncontrolled 
deforestation and the Plenterwald method. A law was passed in Baden forbidding selective tree 
felling as “an uneconomical method that violated all the rules of forestry”.30 

Local farmers were angry at this perceived threat to their livelihoods and targeted government 
and forestry officials with violence, while ignoring the law and continuing selective felling. 
The authorities turned a blind eye – although, remarkably, the law against selective cutting 
remained on Baden’s statutes until 1976 (without being enforced).31

Today, foresters in the Black Forest still practice Plenterwald forestry – and their selective 
logging is deemed both economically and environmentally profitable.32 

This enduring connection to the past is a thread running through the history of forest 
management in Germany. The story of the Plenterwald method is one of a clash between 
different forest management systems, and one which underlines the “very distinct and often 
conflicting demands” that characterise Germany’s forest policy and management to this day.33 

Germany is among Europe’s most densely wooded countries, with a third of its territory 
– around 11 million hectares – covered by forest. Responsibility for formulating and 
implementing forest policy largely rests with the Länder (the country’s federal states), with the 
Federal government simply setting the policy framework.34

Reconciling “the trade-offs between timber production, recreation and biodiversity 
conservation” has been the central debate in forest policy at both the Federal and Länder level 
for decades.35 

28 According to Dr Georg Winkel: “At that time farmers adopted the Plenterwald system because it served their demands for various types of wood – big 
dimensions for construction and for sale, smaller dimensions for fuelwood. So it was economic rationality that created an environmentally interesting 
management model. And it’s the economic rationality that also keeps it alive today – once in place, it’s a low investment system that is quite resilient and 
profitable.”

29 The Forests Handbook, Volume 2, Applying Forest Science for Sustainable Management, Julian Evans (Editor), 2001 (Wiley-Blackwell) 
30 The Forests Handbook, Volume 2, Applying Forest Science for Sustainable Management, Julian Evans (Editor), 2001 (Wiley-Blackwell)
31 The Forests Handbook, Volume 2, Applying Forest Science for Sustainable Management, Julian Evans (Editor), 2001 (Wiley-Blackwell) 
32 University College Dublin Forestry Excursion, The Black Forest, Germany, March 29 – April 3, 2010
33 Lessons for REDDplus: A comparative analysis of the German discourse on forest functions and the global ecosystem services debate, Till Pistorious, Georg 

Winkel, 2012
34 German Forests, Nature and Economic Factor, Federal Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Consumer Protection, 2011
35 Lessons for REDDplus: A comparative analysis of the German discourse on forest functions and the global ecosystem services debate, Till Pistorious, Georg 

Winkel, 2012
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http://www.fao.org/docrep/003/X4109E/X4109E07.htm
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/251676687_Lessons_for_REDDplus_A_comparative_analysis_of_the_German_discourse_on_forest_functions_and_the_global_ecosystem_services_debate
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/251676687_Lessons_for_REDDplus_A_comparative_analysis_of_the_German_discourse_on_forest_functions_and_the_global_ecosystem_services_debate
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Today German forest policy is squeezed by very different pressures. Forest scientists Dr 
Georg Lander and Till Pistorious see these conflicting forces as: “a timber industry which 
demands market-oriented reforms... and an intensification of management practices – and 
an environmental movement promoting more conservation-oriented forest management 
practices”, with foresters often trying to balance both demands.36

How successfully these different demands are integrated varies. Consequently, there are 
examples of well and poorly managed forests across Germany.

It’s a debate which has echoes of the dispute involving the farmers of the Black Forest in the 
19th century – and is a microcosm of the wider discussions about SFM in the EU. 

36 Lessons for REDDplus: A comparative analysis of the German discourse on forest functions and the global ecosystem services debate, Till Pistorious, Georg 
Winkel, 2012

Black Forest. Responsibility for formulating and implementing forest policy largely rests with the country’s federal 
states. Credit: Michael Figiel / Flickr.com / CC

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/251676687_Lessons_for_REDDplus_A_comparative_analysis_of_the_German_discourse_on_forest_functions_and_the_global_ecosystem_services_debate
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Latvia

Not so green gold
Timber is Latvia’s “green gold”, according to the country’s forestry sector.37

This isn’t industry hype. The country’s remarkable economic success following the fall of 
communism was largely founded on its forests. Today timber generates around €2 billion a year 
for Latvia’s economy, and the nation’s prosperity is said to rely on forests more than any country 
in Europe.38 

But there has been a cost: the industrial logging methods used in this sparsely populated, but 
heavily forested land have damaged biological diversity and destabilised rural life.39

This harm, according to researchers and campaigners, has increased in recent years. In response 
to the global crisis which began in 2007-08 the Latvian government raised the total amount of 
harvesting allowed in state-owned forests – which constitute approximately half of Latvia’s total 
– while weakening the State Forest Service’s ability to police implementation of the country’s 
forest laws.

This attracted international attention five years ago when an Al-Jazeera documentary revealed 
how the dramatic increase in clear cuts and indiscriminate logging was hurting wildlife and 
destroying rare ecosystems. 

The documentary – as well as a number of researchers40 – pointed the finger at the state-
owned timber company, Latvijas valsts meži (LVM). Despite Latvia having a number of strong 
laws to protect its species, as well being party to the EU’s Habitats Directive, they criticised 
LVM’s system for protecting important habitats, and the lack of knowledge over where they are 
located.41 

While Latvia has been praised for some of its environmental initiatives in the past few years, 
including its reforesting efforts, the pressure on its forests is growing because of renewable 
energy demands: Latvia is the EU’s leading exporter of wood pellets, and has trebled its exports 
in just six years.42

37 See for instance: Latvia’s Forests During 20 years of Independence, a brochure by the forest sector published in 2011.
38 See for instance Forest Certification in Latvia, by Ansis Actiņŝ and Mara Kore, published by Yale School of Forestry and Environmental Sciences.
39 The population of Latvia is 2.35 million. There are 2.9 million hectares of forestland in Latvia (or about 44 percent of the total land area), of which 

approximately one half is owned by the State. Please see: Forest Certification in Latvia, by Ansis Actiņŝ and Mara Kore, published by Yale School of Forestry 
and Environmental Sciences. With regard to destabilising the life of some rural Latvians, see the Al-Jazeera documentary, Latvia’s Pulp Fiction, 2011.

40 See: Economic slowdown leads to the pulping of Latvia’s forests, Mongabay, 2012.
41 Since 2003 Latvia’s state-owned forests have been certified by the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC). During 2009 and 2010, the FSC-certified Latvian state 

logging company doubled the area of forest logged from 15,000 hectares to 30,000 hectares each year. Rainforest Alliance, the FSC certifying body, carried 
out an audit in June 2010, and found that “the harvesting level in 2009/2010 far exceed the long term sustainable level.” See: Economic slowdown leads to 
the pulping of Latvia’s forests, Mongabay, 2012.

42 See: UK and EU Trade of Wood Pellets, 2015, UK government, “In 2014, Latvia was the EU’s leading [wood pellet] exporter, with exports trebling from 433 
thousand tonnes in 2008 to a record 1,277 thousand tonnes. Latvia’s exports exceeded that of Germany – the EU’s largest wood pellet exporter between 
2008 and 2011 – for the first time in 2012. This increase more than doubled Latvia’s share of total EU wood pellet exports, from nine to 20 percent.”

CASES

http://www.liaa.gov.lv/en/trade/industry-profiles/forest-industry
https://news.mongabay.com/2012/01/economic-slowdown-leads-to-the-pulping-of-latvias-forests/
http://www.aljazeera.com/programmes/peopleandpower/2011/02/2011211357149645.html
http://www.lvm.lv/
https://www.law.yale.edu/yls-today/news/switzerland-ranks-top-2012-environmental-performance-index-latvia-takes-1-spot-new-trend-epi
http://www.ci-sfm.org/uploads/Documents/.../Latvia,%202011_english.pdf
http://www.aljazeera.com/programmes/peopleandpower/2011/02/2011211357149645.html
https://news.mongabay.com/2012/01/economic-slowdown-leads-to-the-pulping-of-latvias-forests/
http://info.fsc.org/servlet/servlet.FileDownload?retURL=/apex/PublicCertificateDetails%3Fid%3Da0240000005sQwOAAU&file=00P40000004bIrwEAE
https://news.mongabay.com/2012/01/economic-slowdown-leads-to-the-pulping-of-latvias-forests/
https://news.mongabay.com/2012/01/economic-slowdown-leads-to-the-pulping-of-latvias-forests/
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/.../Trade_of_wood_pellets.pdf
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Recommendations
In the course of 2016, the European Commission is expected to publish proposals for a post 
2020 renewable energy policy and a bioenergy sustainability policy. In the light of these policy 
developments, Fern recommends that the EU:

 — Focuses climate and energy policies on reducing energy demand, improving energy 
efficiency, and developing renewables such as wind, solar and thermal. This would 
reduce the use of biomass for energy thereby allowing more carbon to be stored in forests 
and wood products and reducing atmospheric emissions.43

 — Introduces an EU wide volume limit on the amount of bioenergy that can be counted 
towards the EU 2030 renewable energy and climate targets. This would limit the 
amount of biomass extracted from the terrestrial carbon stock and ensure bioenergy 
demand does not reduce carbon sinks.

 — Excludes the use of biomass sources that have a high risk of releasing substantial 
emissions; leading to indirect land use change; or displacing existing uses. These 
would include crops from agricultural land, roundwood and stumps.

 — Introduces a minimum threshold for the efficiency of energy production systems. This 
threshold should exclude co-firing of biomass in coal plants and biomass in electricity only 
installations. It would direct limited biomass resources towards the most efficient energy 
applications.

 — Conserves and enhances forests carbon stocks through the restoration and 
regeneration of degraded forests. This would restore the health of forests across the EU, 
many of which are presently in a poor state. As well as increasing the carbon they sequester 
and store, this would lead to other benefits for the environment and society and improve 
our chances of achieving the Paris Agreement.44

43 Forest Research, Robert Matthews, et al. (2015) ‘Carbon impacts of biomass consumed in the EU: quantitative assessment’ provided that a scenario 
of unconstrained use of biomass could result in 168 MtCO2-eq higher than a scenario restricting the use of biomass (phasing out large scale biomass 
technology / imports) considering a sum of fossil and bioenergy emissions combined.

44 Sivan Kartha, Kate Dooley (2016), The risks of relying on tomorrow’s ‘negative emissions’ to guide today’s mitigation action
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